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We’ve tried to build the 
dike before flood 



Water Level in river was getting 
higher



Water crossed the dike to 
golf course



Finally, it’s all over the golf 
course



All the course were at Least 
3 m. under water



Water filled up to dike 
level



All cart and equipment were kept 
at club house



Golf Course was flooded for 45 
days



Recovery Procedure
Pumped water out



Pushing Water
Water Level dropped quicker 

By pushing it out



Portable Pump
Used to clean mud out of

the surfaces



We have to go to work by 
boat



Cleaning mud out as soon 
as

water down



            Some greens were covered with 
mud

     



Cleaning Mud on Greens,
Immediately we saw any part of them 



All mud were washed to lakes



Some muddy areas need to pump out



Some were pushed by equipment



 Irrigation System was necessary to
be recovered ASAP.

We need water to clean the areas.



All satellites were 
damaged



All were replaced by new 
ones



Removed all dead trees
and replaced them



Locker rooms were also 
damaged



Re-built most of the things



It took 45 days to remove 
all the mud



Re-built the dike



Grassed to protect dike 
slope



Re-planted green grass



The water level at this green was 
less than 1 m above,
It can be recovered.



Greens with higher water level,
needed to re-plant.



Lightly verticut, fertilized and 
mowed

were needed to stimulate the 
growth.



7 days after mud 
removal

Some of alive grass started to 
grow,

Apply lightly fertilizer



1 week after irrigated and 
fertilized

Grass was mostly recovered, 
Only some small areas needed 

to replanted.



This green recovered very 
quick because the water was 

not too high.
We used it as nursery.



This green had some dead spots. 
We need to sod them out and 
replace it.



Coring grass area and 
use these

plugs to grow



Coring dead area and filled 
the holes with those plugs



Rolled and thick topdressed,  
then fertilized weekly, irrigated daily
And apply insecticide when needed



This green was mostly died, 
we sodded grass out and 

re-contouring green surface.



Disc can also help grass generated 
more roots



After 30 days, grass was covered the whole 
green.

We mowed at 8 mm. and always topdress,
until the topdress layer is about 1” thick. 



After 60 days, we reduce HOC to 6 mm,
Still topdress but didn’t as thick as 

before
then rolled to smoothen green surface 



After 120 days, Green was ready 
to play



Bunkers also needed some works.
Removed silt out and added more 

new sand



Tee Off and Fairway 
Recovery



Irrigated grass areas that were not died.
We used them as the nurseries



Coring 

Grass roots were rotten when it was flooded.
Coring can help by adding more Oxygen in 

the soil
and stimulating root regenerate.



Verticutting

Verticut after we saw newly leaves, 
then fertlized lightly or use organic 

fertilizer
And always irrigated.



We used both people and chemical
to remove them

Weeds were on of the 
problems



We fertilized with 21-0-0 lightly, 
then 16-8-8 alternate with Urea every 10 days

and irrigated continuously.



Some areas needed to re-
grassed



Used verticutting machine to verticut the area,
then spriq with stolon, verticut again and roll



Fertilized and Irrigated 



Mowed and Topdress very 
thick



After 30 days



After 90 days



Mow regularly



Almost ready to open again
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120 days of recovery
The golf course was ready to 

open


